
Declaration on Honour 

 

The undersigned .................................................................................., author of the choral piece        
..................................................., with lyrics in ......................, written by ........................, holder         
of the ID card/passport no. ........................, I hereby declare on honour the following: 

- The aforementioned piece has been written specifically for the “Gheorghe Dima”           
International Competition, 18th Edition, Composition Section and does not represent a           
transcription/modification/adaptation of an earlier piece. 

- The aforementioned piece is original, has not been published, publicly performed nor is it              
scheduled to be performed publicly prior to the 21st of June 2020.  

- In case the aforementioned piece wins the 1st Prize at the above mentioned competition, I               
hereby accept to give away to the organizers the copyrights related to its public              
performance, recording and broadcast (radio/TV/online) with no financial claim within          
the “Gheorghe Dima” International Competition, 18th Edition, Choral Conducting Section          
that will take place in Cluj-Napoca in the period unfolding between 14-20 June 2020 in               
Cluj-Napoca, Romania*. 

- In case the aforementioned piece wins the 1st, 2nd or 3rd Prize I hereby accept to give away                  
to the organizers the copyrights related to its public performance, recording and            
broadcast (radio/TV/online) with no financial claim within the concert given by the            
“Transylvania” State Philharmonic Choir in the season 2020-2021 in Cluj-Napoca,          
Romania*. 

- In case the aforementioned piece wins the 1st, 2nd or 3rd Prize I hereby allow the                
organizers to post on youtube its performance/performances within the International          
Choral Conducting Competition (14-20 June 2020) and/or within the choral concert of            
the season 2020-2021*. 

- In case the aforementioned piece wins the 1st, 2nd or 3rd Prize I hereby accept that all                 
future presentations of the future piece (concerts/radio, TV, online broadcasts) and           
whether the piece is to be published to mention the following: Piece composed             
specifically for the “Gheorghe Dima” International Competition, 18th Edition,         
Cluj-Napoca, Composition Section and awarded 1st, 2nd or 3rd Prize (according to the             
case)*. 

- I hereby declare on honour that the literary text which served the composition of my               
piece mentioned above does not come with limitations/constraints/interdictions in regard          
to copyrights related to its use in the aforementioned concerts and events, nor does it               
imply financial obligations on behalf of the organizers or of the third parties who will               
perform/record/broadcast the respective piece under the aforementioned clauses and         
conditions*. 

 

Date: Signature:  

_________________ 

* In accordance with the provisions related to copyrights and any other associated 
rights. 


